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Synopsis

In the eleventh installment of the beloved fantasy series, The Dragons of
Wayward Crescent, readers are transported back to the enchanting realm
of Glade, where mystical creatures and thrilling adventures collide.
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As the fate of the Crescent hangs in the balance, an ancient prophecy
surfaces, revealing that a group of unlikely heroes will rise to save their
world. Amidst the looming darkness, a young dragon named Ember
emerges as a beacon of hope, destined to unite the forces of light against
an impending threat.

Join Ember and her companions on an epic quest that will test their
courage, forge unbreakable bonds, and reshape the destiny of Glade
forever. With each page turned, readers will delve deeper into a world of
captivating characters, breathtaking landscapes, and heart-pounding action
that will leave them spellbound.

Enter the Realm of Glade

Glade is a realm of stunning contrasts, where towering mountains meet
lush forests, and ancient ruins whisper secrets of a forgotten past. It is a
world inhabited by a diverse cast of creatures, from majestic dragons and
wise old wizards to mischievous fairies and cunning goblins.

In this intricate tapestry of realms, the Crescent stands as a symbol of unity
and balance. But now, shadows are rising, threatening to shatter the peace
and plunge Glade into chaos. It is in these perilous times that the heroes of
Glade must emerge, ready to face their greatest challenges and save their
beloved home.

Meet the Heroes

Ember: A young dragon with a fiery spirit and a heart of gold, destined
to fulfill an ancient prophecy and lead the forces of light against
darkness.



Arondir: A skilled archer and tracker, whose loyalty to Glade knows no
bounds. His sharp eyes and swift reflexes make him a formidable ally.

Lila: A wise and compassionate sorceress, whose knowledge of
ancient lore and healing arts proves invaluable in the face of adversity.

Gandalf: A cunning and mischievous thief with a knack for unlocking
secrets. His agility and wit often prove to be the key to overcoming
seemingly insurmountable obstacles.

Elora: A gentle and kind-hearted healer, whose unwavering faith in the
power of love inspires her companions and strengthens their resolve.

A Thrilling Adventure Begins

As the heroes of Glade embark on their perilous quest, they will encounter
treacherous landscapes, forge unbreakable bonds, and face challenges
that test their limits. Along the way, they will unravel ancient mysteries,
uncover forgotten secrets, and discover the true nature of their destiny.

With each step they take, the fate of the Crescent hangs in the balance.
Will they succeed in their quest to restore harmony to Glade, or will
darkness consume all? The answers lie within the pages of Glade: The
Dragons of Wayward Crescent 11, an epic tale that will captivate readers
from beginning to end.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on the latest installment in this captivating fantasy series.
Free Download your copy of Glade: The Dragons of Wayward Crescent 11
today and embark on an extraordinary journey into a realm of magic,
adventure, and unforgettable characters.
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Gingerbread Friends by Jan Brett
A Magical Tale for the Holidays Jan Brett's beloved holiday classic,
Gingerbread Friends, is a heartwarming and enchanting story about the
power of love and friendship. It's a...
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